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Abstract

Automated emotion recognition (AER) has a growing number of applications, ranging from behavior analysis in assistive robotics and e-learning to depression and pain estimation healthcare. Systems for multimodal AER typically outperform unimodal approaches due to the complementary and redundant semantic information across modalities like visual, audio, language, physiological, etc. However, in practice, only a subset of these modalities is available at inference time, and using multiple modalities increases systems complexity. This paper focuses on video-based AER and aims to enhance the accuracy of unimodal systems by leveraging the Learning Under Privileged Information (LUPI) paradigm with information from multiple modalities. Without loss of generality, this study considers the audio modality as privileged information (only available during training), and introduces a new multimodal to unimodal privileged knowledge distillation (PKD). The teacher network is comprised of a multimodal AER architecture that can process audio-visual information and distills the learned knowledge to a unimodal visual student network. We validate our proposed multimodal PKD method on the challenging RECOLA and Affwild2 datasets for video-based AER, using weak and strong baseline AER architectures, as well as joint cross-attention fusion methods. The proposed method increases the average absolute concordance correlation coefficient accuracy by 8% on the RECOLA dataset, and by 2% on the arousal dimension of the Affwild2 dataset. The code available at multimodal-pkd.

1. Introduction

Automatic emotion recognition (AER) is a challenging problem due to the complex and diverse nature of expressions across individuals and cultures. AER in the wild is a challenging task owing to the fact that real-world emotion portrayal is more subtle than in lab-controlled environments [4, 13]. In lab-controlled environments, emotions are acted or elicited through designed mechanisms, leading to emotion representations that are vivid in nature, and making them easier to distinguish [6]. In real-world environments, emotions are often captured across various modalities, such as facial, vocal, verbal, textual, and body language. The affective state of a person is also reflected in physiological signals like Electroencephalogram (EEG), Electrocardiogram (ECG), Electrodermal Activity (EDA), Heart Rate Variability (HRV), etc [7]. These modalities contain complementary and redundant information about an individual’s affective state.

A multimodal analysis is typically considered as a strategy to improve the robustness of AER predictions [3] because: (1) some modalities may be more informative at certain times than others, (2) the complementary information across the modalities can only be captured through multimodal analysis, (3) some information may be corrupted...
because of noise, occlusion, etc. so the remaining modalities can compensate, and (4) some emotions are far more subtle than others for a given task, and it is only through multimodal analysis that emotion can be accurately predicted. Several models have been proposed in the literature to represent human affective states, including the categorical model in which emotions are categorized as happy, sad, angry, disgusted, fearful, surprised, etc. [8], or the dimensional model, which poses AER as a regression problem. In this categorization, affective dimensions are denoted as continuous values, e.g., valence (positiveness or negativeness), dominance (strong or weak), expectation (anticipation), or arousal (active or passive) [9]. The circumplex model of affect proposed by Russell [26] is the most popular way of expressing continuous emotion representation. This paper focuses on developing cost-effective deep learning (DL) models for video-based AER in the valence-arousal space.

Multimodal AER systems can improve predictive accuracy, although they face challenges like missing modalities and dynamic modality contributions, and require a higher computational complexity. In the context of video-based AER, some modalities (e.g., physiological signals) may not easily be acquired at test time in the operational environment. However, such information can be available during the data-collection phase and may allow for improving the generalization capacity of AER models. Figure 1 shows different sources of information (pervasive, privileged, and contextual), and their availability for video-based AER applications at training and test times.

In this paper, we seek to enhance the performance of unimodal AER models by leveraging privileged information. In machine learning (ML), privileged information refers to additional information that is only available to the model for training. A multimodal audio-visual teacher is trained with privileged information, and then this knowledge is distilled to a unimodal visual-only student model. Without loss of generality, we consider vocal expressions as privileged information (an audio modality) and seek to develop a unimodal AER model that predicts the arousal and valence values of a person appearing in a video, based only on his facial expressions (a visual modality). Furthermore, we propose a joint training mechanism for the student model with adaptive weighting to minimize the negative transfer of samples when the teacher model’s predictions are incorrect.

The main contributions of this article are summarized as follows. (i) A multimodal to unimodal privileged knowledge distillation (PKD) mechanism with adaptive weighting is proposed to enhance the performance of unimodal AER systems. The proposed system is a model and modality agnostic approach that enables using diverse sources as privileged information (e.g., physiological) only at training time. (ii) Our empirical experiments on the challenging RECOLA and Affwild2 datasets for video-based AER show the merits of our multimodal PKD method when using audio as privileged information. Results indicate that our approach significantly improves the performance of different unimodal AER video-based systems without the complexity of multimodal audio-visual (A-V) systems at test time.

2. Related Work

Audio-Visual (A-V) Fusion: The seminal work in multimodal DL was proposed by Ngiam et al. [16] in which A and V modalities were first separately encoded and then fused using restricted Boltzmann machines and autoencoders. This work opened new pathways to use DL for multimodal analysis. Tzirakis et al. [28] proposed a DL model for A-V fusion, where A features were obtained using a 1D convolutional neural network (CNN), and visual features were processed by a ResNet-50 visual backbone. The two feature vectors were fused and fed into a long short-term memory network (LSTM) for temporal modeling. Rajasekhar et al. [22] proposed a joint cross-attention mechanism for audio-visual fusion, where separated backbones were trained for A and V modalities. The A backbone was a ResNet-18 trained on spectrograms, and the visual features were extracted from a pre-trained inflated 3D CNN (I3D). The extracted features were then fed into the joint cross-attention fusion block, where correlation-based attention weights were calculated to weigh the A and V modalities dynamically.

Multimodal fusion methods are often more effective and robust than unimodal AER systems but are more complex. Usually, the inference time of multimodal AER systems is larger than unimodal AER systems. In the case of feature-level fusion systems, they require pre-processing of several modalities, separated feature extraction backbones, as well as a fusion mechanism. Furthermore, they also require all modalities at test time to maintain inference accuracy. In the case of decision-level fusion, it is easier to incorporate multiple modalities, but such systems fail to capture complementary information among modalities. Techniques such as attention bottleneck in transformers [15] have been proposed to reduce the computational complexity of multimodal systems by minimizing the pairwise attention cost. However, such methods also require all the modalities to be present at test time.

Unlike these methods, we propose a knowledge distillation (KD) mechanism in which the teacher model is computationally expensive and requires the modalities to be present at training time. This model leverages this additional supervision to train a cost-effective student model requiring only one modality at the inference time.

Learning Using Privileged Information (LUPI): Vapnik and Vashist [30] introduced the concept of privileged information, where using additional information only
present at training time can outperform the traditional ML paradigm. Since then, this concept has been explored in many applications, like action recognition and person re-identification [27, 31]. In multimodal systems, there is often a concern about the availability of certain modalities. For example, in the case of RGB-D data, it is easier to obtain depth sensing for training data, but in real-life environments, we mostly deal with RGB data. Similarly, in the AER domain, certain modalities (e.g., physiological modalities, like ECG and EDA) may be completely absent at test time or partially missing. A-V modalities can be partially missing due to occlusion, user-initiated muting, transmission/recording errors, etc. Zhao et al. [35] proposed a privileged KD mechanism for online action detection. Their study proposed the idea of using the future frames as privileged information only at training time. However, only partial hidden features of the student model were updated through KD loss because of the teacher-student gap. Such approaches are not well explored in the AER domain. We present a cost-effective multimodal to unimodal privileged KD (PKD) approach and empirically show that PI can improve the performance of unimodal AER systems.

**Knowledge Distillation (KD):** KD was first proposed by Hinton et al. [11] as a model compression technique based on logit information. Most KD methods in AER focus on cross-modal KD, where the information learned from one modality is distilled into another. Albanie et al. [1] introduced AER from speech, using a teacher-student method that learns embeddings for speech classification in a completely unsupervised manner. The student model dealing with single input modality (A) is trained to reproduce the features of the “teacher” model, which has been trained in a supervised manner on a second modality (V). Deng et al. [5] proposed a multi-task teacher network for three AER tasks (action unit detection, categorical emotions, and valence-arousal prediction), and the output of this network was considered as soft labels for three student models. The student models were trained using ground truth and soft labels. Zhang et al. [33] proposed a visual-to-EEG cross-modal KD mechanism where the stronger visual modality enhances the weaker EEG modality. Knowledge was distilled from the visual teacher to the EEG student using a weighted sum of L1 and concordance correlation coefficient (CCC) loss. All these methods focus on transferring knowledge learned from one modality to another. In contrast, the approach proposed in this paper relies on KD to train accurate unimodal AER systems using a multimodal teacher with additional supervision.

### 3. Proposed Method

To improve the accuracy of unimodal AER systems, we propose leveraging the LUPI paradigm with information from multiple sources, and a multimodal privileged KD (PKD) mechanism. As shown in Figure 2, a joint audio-visual feature representation is learned such that semantically similar samples from multiple modalities are closer to each other than dissimilar ones. This is made possible by the additional A modality that is available during model training. For a given video sequence, the PKD mechanism seeks to learn student model embeddings that approach the joint feature embeddings of the teacher model. The student network is jointly optimized using the ground truth and the teacher’s multimodal embeddings.

#### 3.1. Teacher-Student Models

A-V information is input to the multimodal teacher model, and separated backbones are used to extract modality-specific features. These A and V features are then input to a fusion module that learns a joint multimodal representation, and this knowledge is distilled into the unimodal student model that does not have access to the privileged modality.

Since knowledge is distilled from the multimodal joint representation space to the unimodal model, the method to obtain joint representations holds crucial importance. To understand the effect of the fusion model on the proposed system, we validate (in Section 4) using: (1) feature concatenation with a fully-connected layer, and (2) a state-of-the-art joint-cross attention fusion technique for AER [22]. The fully-connected layer for concatenation is selected to ensure that the performance gained in the subsequent steps results from the proposed PKD technique. Feature vectors extracted from the A and V backbones are concatenated and then processed through multiple non-linear transformations. The effectiveness of KD methods is mainly affected by the gap in capacity between the student and teacher models. Our method distills knowledge from the A-V teacher model to the V student model. We use the same V networks as the teacher model to minimize this gap in capacity.

#### 3.2. Multimodal Privileged Knowledge Distillation

Knowledge is distilled from the multimodal A-V teacher model to the unimodal visual student network. In the multimodal teacher network, after the feature vectors are fused, and a non-linear transformation is applied, both the A and V features are projected in a subspace where the semantically similar samples are projected closer to each other than the dissimilar ones. This knowledge is then distilled to the unimodal student network by minimizing the distance between the feature embeddings of the teacher model after fusion, and the student model. This distance is minimized by calculating the cosine similarity between the two feature vectors. The cosine loss is jointly minimized along with the CCC loss based on the ground truth.

Let \( X^V \) be the modality-specific representation of the V
modality, and $X^A_i$ be the modality-specific representation of the A backbone, where $i$ indicated the input frames. Both $X^V_i$ and $X^A_i$ are combined in the fusion module to obtain the joint representation $X^C_i$. Non-linear transformations are applied to $X^C_i$ to project it into the joint A-V representation space. Let $e^t_i$ be the teacher embedding for the $i$th frame. Similarly, the same frame sequence is fed to the visual student network, and the $n$-dimensional embedding from the V student network is also obtained during student training. Let $e^s_i$ be the intermediate embedding of the student network. The cosine loss is calculated between the intermediate multimodal teacher embedding $e^t_i$, and intermediate student embedding $e^s_i$ using:

$$L_{\text{cos}} = 1 - \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{N} e^t_i \cdot e^s_i}{\|e^t_i\| \cdot \|e^s_i\|}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where $e^t_i \cdot e^s_i$ represents the dot product of the intermediate teacher and student embedding vector for the $i$th sample, obtained by multiplying the corresponding components of vectors, and adding up the products, and $\|e^t_i\| \cdot \|e^s_i\|$ represents the product of the magnitude of two embeddings.

The CCC loss is calculated from the predictions of the unimodal student network and the corresponding ground truth as:

$$L_{\text{ccc}} = 1 - \rho_c$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $\rho_c$ (CCC measure), is given by:

$$\rho_c = \frac{2 \cdot \rho \cdot \sigma_x \cdot \sigma_y}{\sigma_x^2 + \sigma_y^2 + (\mu_x - \mu_y)^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $\mu_x$ and $\mu_y$ are the means of the two variables — predictions and ground-truth, respectively, and $\sigma_x^2$ and $\sigma_y^2$ are the corresponding variances. $\rho$ is the correlation coefficient between the two variables — predictions and ground truth.

The student network is jointly trained using the loss from the distillation ($L_{\text{cos}}$) as well as the loss from the ground truth ($L_{\text{ccc}}$) as:

$$L_{\text{joint}} = \alpha \cdot L_{\text{cos}} + (1 - \alpha) \cdot L_{\text{ccc}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)

where $\alpha$ controls the weighting of each loss term, which can be tuned as a hyperparameter or learnable weight.

### 3.3. Negative Transfer

Given access to the privileged modality, the multimodal teacher may provide accurate predictions. However, the teacher model may output inaccurate predictions for some samples, and it is undesirable to distill this knowledge into the student model. To avoid this negative transfer, we propose an adaptive weighting approach. During the training of the student, a frame sequence is fed to the teacher model to obtain the joint intermediate representations. The CCC is also computed from the predictions of the multimodal teacher model for that frame sequence. Then, this information is used to dynamically weigh the KD loss term ($L_{\text{cos}}$).
in Eq. (4).

\[
\gamma = 1 - \rho \text{teacher}^{c} \tag{5}
\]

\[
\beta = \begin{cases} 
\gamma, & \text{if } \gamma \leq \theta \\
1, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \tag{6}
\]

where \( \theta \) is a threshold for negative transfer. If the value of \( \gamma \) is greater than \( \theta \), i.e., the teacher prediction is “wrong” beyond the threshold, \( L_{corr} \) is set to zero for that sequence. After incorporating the negative transfer module, Eq. (4) can be rewritten as:

\[
L_{joint} = \alpha \cdot L_{cos} + \beta \cdot L_{ccc} \tag{7}
\]

In this way, the student model only learns from the teacher if its predictions are accurate, and KD is avoided if the teacher’s predictions are “wrong” beyond the threshold. This method implicitly incorporates the ground truth information in the KD loss.

4. Experimental Methodology

4.1. Datasets and Evaluation Measures

**RECOLA:** The Remote Collaborative and Affective (RECOLA) [25] dataset comprises 9.5 hours of multimodal recordings of participants performing a collaborative task during a video conference. There are 46 participants in total. Apart from the A-V data, the RECOLA dataset also includes the Electrocardiogram (ECG) and Electrodermal Activity (EDA) signals. The dataset is split into training, development (or validation), and test sets with nine videos in each. Each video is a continuous recording of 5 minutes which is annotated for valence, arousal, and liking. The annotation frequency is 25 Hz. This dataset has been widely used in the affecting computing community because of its uncontrolled setting. It has been used in multiple affective computing challenges like Audio Visual Emotion Challenge (AVEC) 2015 [2, 24], 2016 [29], etc. The training and validation sets are publicly available, but not the test set annotations. Since the discontinuation of the AVEC challenge, many studies have reported their results on the validation set. Therefore, we also report the results of the proposed method on the validation dataset.

**Evaluation Measure:** Since the annotations are continuous values for both RECOLA and Affwild2 datasets, we use the CCC, given in Eq. (3), to measure of agreement between predicted values and the ground truth.

4.2. Implementation Details

4.2.1 Weak Backbones and Fusion on RECOLA

The proposed method works on raw videos rather than features provided with the dataset. In multimodal computing, proper synchronization of modalities is crucial and requires additional pre-processing steps. We have used MTCNN to detect faces from the videos [32] for the V modality. The frames are extracted at 25 fps to match the annotation frequency. The extracted faces are then resized to 112 × 112 pixels for standardization. To cater to the missing frames, we have used two strategies: i) black frames; ii) frame retention (see Sec. 5.1.1). The V backbone is a VGG19 network, pre-trained in the FER2013 dataset, followed by a one-layer GRU with a 512-dimensional input vector, and a 1024-dimensional output vector. The learning rate for the VGG19 and the ResNet-18 was set to \( 10^{-6} \) and \( 10^{-5} \), respectively. In addition, the batch size was set to eight for all experiments. For the A modality, the speech signal is first extracted from the videos, converted to a mono channel, and resampled to 16 kHz. Then, we divided the speech signal into 1-second clips to properly synchronize the two modalities. These clips correspond to 25 frames in the V modality and 25 annotation values. Finally, a short-time Fourier transform is used to obtain spectrograms of resolution 640×480 pixels. The spectrograms are then converted...
to a log-Mel scale, followed by z-score normalization. The spectrograms are then fed to the ResNet-18. Adam optimizer updates the weights. The batch size is set as 8 for the A backbone as well. The fully connected layers are removed, and a 512-dimensional feature vector is obtained by flattening the last convolutional layer.

For the A-V fusion, the 512-dimensional feature vector is concatenated with the 1024-dimensional output of the GRU from the V backbone, and a 1536-dimensional fused feature vector is obtained, which and processed through multiple non-linear transformations to project both modalities in a common subspace. Figure 3 shows the proposed multimodal teacher model for the weak setting. For the unimodal V student network, the same setting is used for the V backbone in the multimodal teacher network. The proposed approach was implemented using PyTorch [20] and experiments were carried out on servers with Nvidia A100 40GB GPUs.

### 4.2.2 Strong Backbones and SOTA Fusion on the Affwild2 dataset

For the Affwild2 dataset, we employ the network proposed by Rajasekhar et al. [21]. Cropped-aligned face images included in the dataset were used for the V modality. The V feature extractor is an R3D network with LSTM. The batch size for the V modality is 8, and the network is training using a $10^{-3}$ learning rate. For the A modality, the extracted audio is segmented into multiple short segments corresponding to 256 frames in the V modality. Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) is used to obtain spectrograms of resolution $64 \times 107$ pixels. The audio feature extractor is a ResNet-18 model which is trained from scratch. The batch size is set to 64, and the network is trained using an initial learning rate of $10^{-3}$. The audio and visual feature vectors are fed into the joint cross-attention module for the A-V fusion. The dimension of the A-V feature vector is 1024. The weights in the cross-attention module are updated using the Adam optimizer.

## 5. Results and Discussion

### 5.1. Results on RECOLA data

**Visual Student Network after PKD:** Table 1 shows the average CCC of valence and arousal using the unimodal visual student model obtained with the PKD mechanism on the AER system with weak baselines and fusion and on the RECOLA dataset. Figure 4 shows the arousal and valence values predicted over time by models against the ground truth values. The multimodal teacher model with frame retention (FR) has access to A and V modalities at both training and test time and serves as the upper bound for our system. The unimodal (visual-only) network is a VGG19 followed by a one-layer GRU. Such a model serves as the lower bound for our system, and it is only trained using the V modality, and the same is used at test time as well. The unimodal student model with PKD learns jointly from the ground truth and the superior multimodal teacher model.

The model takes only input data from the V modality and predicts the valence and arousal values. This shows that using the proposed PKD mechanism, the performance of the visual-only model is increased from 0.342 to 0.428 for valence and 0.457 to 0.531 for arousal. Thus, PKD is achieved where audio modality is only used at the training time and increases the performance of the visual-only model by 8%.

**Comparison with unimodal visual methods:** Table 2 compares the unimodal visual student model (VGG19) with PKD to unimodal visual-only SOTA methods, the AER system with weak baselines and fusion, on the RECOLA dataset. For a fair comparison, we only compare with the visual-only methods that utilize raw videos instead of feature sets (appearance/geometric) provided by the AVEC challenge organizers [24, 29] because those methods do not suffer from the missing (visual) modality problem. It is important for effective AER in a real-world environment to develop methods that work on raw videos that are recorded in-the-wild conditions. The proposed method ranks lower than [23, 28] because computationally expensive visual backbones like ResNet-50 and I3D backbones are used in those methods.

### Table 1. Average CCC of valence and arousal evaluated on the RECOLA development set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Valence</th>
<th>Arousal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multimodal Teacher</td>
<td>0.472</td>
<td>0.586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unimodal (visual-only)</td>
<td>0.342</td>
<td>0.457</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student w/ PKD (ours)</td>
<td>0.428</td>
<td>0.531</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2. Comparison of the average CCC for valence and arousal of visual-only methods on the RECOLA development set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>V Network</th>
<th>Valence</th>
<th>Arousal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ortega et al. [19]</td>
<td>Custom CNN</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tzirakis et al. [28]</td>
<td>ResNet-50</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Praveen et al. [23]</td>
<td>I3D</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unimodal (visual-only)</td>
<td>VGG19</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student w/ PKD (ours)</td>
<td>VGG19</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Computational Complexity:** In this paper, the privileged modality is effectively utilized in order to enhance the accuracy of the unimodal AER model. However, the effectiveness of our proposed unimodal visual student model with
PKD can also be analyzed by comparing the computational complexity of the teacher and student models. Table 3 shows the number of parameters and multiply-accumulate (MAC) operations of the multimodal teacher and unimodal student model. The teacher model requires 39.7M trainable parameters, which amounts to 10.2 GMACs. The student model, on the other hand, has 27.8M parameters amounting to 4.8 GMACs. As shown in Figure 2, the student model does not have the audio backbone or the fusion module. The total number of parameters is reduced by 11.9M, and the GMACs are reduced by 50%.

### 5.1.1 Ablation Studies

To assess the contribution of the negative transfer module and frame retention mechanism, we perform two ablations: i) where the knowledge is distilled from the multimodal teacher to the unimodal student without any regularizer that prohibits KD when the teacher model’s predictions are inaccurate, and ii) where black frames are fed to the model instead for frame retention.

**Negative Transfer:** The negative transfer module (NTM) prohibits the student model from learning from the teacher in sequences where the teacher’s predictions are “wrong” beyond the threshold. Table 4 shows that the performance of the unimodal student declines if the student is allowed to learn from the teacher without any regularization. The average CCC for valence goes from 0.42 to 0.39, and the drop from 0.53 to 0.50 is observed in the arousal dimension. The unimodal visual student w/o NTM is trained using Eq. (4) where the value for $\alpha$ is empirically set as 0.2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Valence</th>
<th>Arousal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Student w/ PKD, w/o NTM</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student w/ PKD, w/ NTM</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. The average CCC for valence and arousal on the RECOLA development set using the unimodal visual student model with PKD with and without negative transfer module.

**Frame Retention:** Videos recorded in-the-wild setting are usually prone to the missing modality problem. This may be due to a multitude of reasons, either the visual or audio stream is corrupted due to transmission or recording error, user-initiated muting or covering, occlusion, etc. In this context, the MTCNN algorithm cannot detect and crop faces where the participant is not facing the camera directly. Traditionally, a black frame is fed instead of the missing visual frame. This strategy is functional and is necessary to maintain synchronization between the modalities. However, the input is considered noise for the system and adversely affects the performance.

An alternative is to retain the last detected visual frame and repeat it for all the frames where no face is detected. It is observed that in the frames where the participant is not facing the camera, the annotation values do not change drastically. This phenomenon motivated us to use the frame retention strategy instead of black frames because if the
gold standard annotation values are not deviating drastically from the missing frames, the retained frames would have a higher correlation to the last detected frame. It can be observed from Table 5 that the valence value goes up from 0.40 to 0.47, whereas the average CCC for arousal is only marginally improved. This result supports the notion that the valence dimension is more affected by the visual modality, and it is easier to gauge arousal from the audio modality [28].

5.2. Results on Affwild2 Data

The proposed PKD method was also validated on the Affwild2 dataset. It is observed that the visual student performs well for the arousal dimension, and the absolute CCC value is improved by 2%. However, the performance goes down for the valence dimension. The visual student is unable to learn generalizable embeddings for the valence dimension. This is perhaps due to the large capacity gap between the teacher and student models. When sophisticated fusion mechanisms like joint cross-attention-based feature fusion are applied, the visual-only student model fails to learn feature embeddings close to the multimodal embeddings that the joint cross-attention fusion learned. Another reason may be the difference between the datasets. The Affwild2 dataset is a collection of videos collected from the web, which differ significantly in terms of quality, capture conditions, ethnicity, age, etc., making it a challenging dataset. In Table 6, we compare our visual-student using PKD with SOTA visual-only methods for valence/arousal values in the Affwild2 development dataset.

6. Conclusion

This study proposes a multimodal to unimodal PKD mechanism with adaptive weighting to enhance the performance of unimodal AER systems. The weights of the student model are jointly optimized using the ground truth and cosine loss between student and teacher intermediate embeddings. Without loss of generality, we use audio modality as privileged information. We validate the proposed approach on RECOLA and Affwild datasets. The proposed PKD method improved the performance of the visual-only student network by 8% on the RECOLA dataset. In the Affwild2 dataset, the overall average CCC was improved by 2% for the arousal dimension.

We conclude that the proposed PKD method works well in the fully-connected layer fusion, where the fully connected layers are stacked together and jointly updated. However, when a more complex fusion mechanism is employed, the capacity gap between the student and teacher model is increased, and the KD efficiency is decreased. More sophisticated KD methods are required to overcome this. One of the limitations of this work is that it requires two-stage training, where, in the first stage, the superior multimodal teacher is trained, and in the second stage, the knowledge is distilled to the unimodal student. Online KD methods should be explored to overcome this limitation. Another limitation is that the student can be only as good as the teacher. Since this method only uses one teacher network, the student may not generalize well. Multiple teacher ensemble or self-distillation methods are possible extensions of this work. In the future, we also intend to use physiological signals as a privileged modality.
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